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ABSTRACT

The Tale of Two Countrysides:
The Shaping of Landscapes in Hispania and Spanish Latin America
by
Andrew R. Abrams

Advisor: Elizabeth Macaulay

The way that culture expands and transforms in a colonial context has often been viewed in
a top-down approach. This thesis focuses on the spread of culture in the Roman conquest of Spain
and the Spanish conquest of Latin America. By framing the argument with a discussion on
Romanization, this paper shows the presence of the ideas surrounding Romanization in a new
context. By investigating what material culture shows, this thesis looks to the countryside to find
examples of cultural change. It argues that the villa landscape should be seen as the indicator of the
Romanization of Hispania. The structure of the countryside and villas the elite constructed both
brought Roman culture to the indigenous Iberians. A similar structure was then adopted by the
Spanish as they partook their own imperial expansion. The encomienda and hacienda systems
shaped the landscape and policies undertaken forced this on the indigenous populations.
The transformation of culture in these two colonial contexts was more impactful in the
countryside than in cities because that is where the majority of people lived. Connection between
these two different places and times is seen through the landscapes that were created as part of the
expansion of empire. The analysis on the division of land and the homes the elite constructed for
themselves allows us to better understand all levels of society. Through this analysis the impact of
empire on indigenous communities is seen more clearly.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

My first exposure to the term Romanization was as an undergraduate student studying
abroad in England. I was taking a seminar entitled “Romans in Britain” which was about the
physical remnants of Rome’s control of the British Isles. In conversations about objects that had
been found through the archaeology of the place, I was struck with how the legacy of Roman rule
was seen and appropriated by the British in their imperial exploits. The proactive and purposeful
link between the British Empire and the Roman Empire was curious to me. The ambiguities within
the term Romanization also struck me as a part of larger discussions on Empire. It was through
these discussions that I first began to think about Rome’s connection to other European colonial
powers. This thesis will focus on Rome’s connections to Spain and its colonial expansion into
Latin America in the 16th and 17th centuries.
I will first need to take on a discussion of the term Romanization and the reasons for using
this term, with all of its historical baggage. In order to analyze and explain Romanization the
history of the term will be reviewed briefly. The inspection into how the term has been used will be
a way of connecting to larger themes of empire and identity. After establishing terms, I will then
look at the Romanization of a specific place within the larger Roman Empire: Hispania. I will use
Iberian Peninsula when I am talking about the geographic area, no matter the time period. Hispania
will be used when referencing the area during the period of Roman interaction, when not making
reference to specific provinces. Spain will then be used as the space of the modern state in the
modern period. In narrowing my discussion to a specific location, I will use the archaeological
material found in the modern autonomous regions of Extremadura, Castilla-La Mancha, and
Castilla y León (see Figure 1) as a way to show that the transformations that can be inferred from
1

the archaeology were not just based on those in political power and were not always top-down.
My inspection of the Romanization of the Hispania also connects me to the legacy of
Roman ideas within the modern nation-state of Spain. In Spanish writings about creating their
empire during their conquest of the Americas, explicit mention is made to Roman literature, this is
one example of many looking at the Roman legacy in Spain’s conquests. Looking specifically to
the conquests of the Americas, I will demonstrate the connections between Rome and Spain and
their empires. In addition to the actual words used in Latin and Spanish (respectively: latifundium
and latifundio), the echoing and reference to classical literature that others have pointed out will be
built on through an inspection into what material culture can add. 1 In my inspection of material
culture, I am expressly interested in the landscape of the areas controlled by empire. The landscape
shows not only how the land was used or attempted to be shaped by those in power, but also
reflects the relationship much of the people would have actually had with the empires that will be
discussed. As the vast majority of the population lived and worked in the countryside, not in cities.
Looking at the landscape will also show that the Roman ideas expressed in these empires were not
only taken into cities, but also the countryside. Therefore, it is through analysis of the countryside
that I will look to make a connection to Rome’s conquest of its empire to Spain’s conquest of its
empire.
The shape of the countryside in Hispania will be viewed through the landed estates that
were constructed throughout the Roman Empire. These consisted of large tracts of land owned,
usually, by a single landowner who held their base of operation in a villa/estate. The owners of the

1

Andrew Laird, The Epic of America: An Introduction to Rafael Landívar and the 'Rusticatio Mexicana' (London:
Duckworth, 2006); David Andrew Lupher, Romans in a New World: Classical Models in Sixteenth-century Spanish
America (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan press, 2003); Sabine MacCormack, On the Wings of Time: Rome, the
Incas, Spain and Peru (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2009). These works serve as fantastic introductions
and guides to how the literature of Latin America was influenced by classical literature. Their works focus on the
intellectual connections between these two places and times.

2

villas were the elite within the Hispania and could be connected with the power structure and
governance of the Hispania. The latifundia at times were also an extension of the cultural
transformations that were occurring in the cities of the Hispania, which have been used as
examples to fit under the larger idea of Romanization. The urban framework has been the more
traditional way of pointing to the cultural impacts of the Romans in the provinces, but as will be
shown here that is and should not be the only consideration.

Figure 1: Map of Modern Spain with autonomous regions. (from Nations Online Project, "Administrative
Map of Spain," map, Nations Online, https://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map/spain-administrativemap.htm.)
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CHAPTER 2: ROMANIZATION

The question of Romanization is one to which many pages have been devoted. My
objective here is to bring the contention and debate behind the term to the attention of the reader. In
simple terms Romanization attempts to explain the process of individuals becoming or identifying
as Roman.1 While defining what it is meant by an individual being Roman is difficult enough, 2
what will be considered here is how material culture has been and can be used as a way of
indicating Romanization. In order to do this, it is important to look at the how the term has been
used and to define it precisely. Romanization itself is a term that attempts to associate the cultural
change seen (or not) in the material record with an assumed change in the peoples’ outlook and
practices in the regions away from the city of Rome post conquest. 3 Romanization is therefore a
term used to describe a larger process of cultural transformation. Assimilation and acculturation are
two terms that take a role in this discussion and will defined here. Assimilation is when a culture is
absorbed by another culture and the original culture effectively disappears. Acculturation is when a
culture is changed or altered by another culture, but the original culture survives in some form.
There is a sense with both assimilation and acculturation that the original culture is a “minority”
culture reacting to a “majority” culture. These two concepts will be used in connection to better
explain Romanization.
First let us examine the history of the term to better understand the historiography. The
following is a discussion to express exactly what I will be referencing when using the term

1

Martin Pitts, "The Emperor's New Clothes? The Utility of Identity in Roman Archaeology," American Journal of
Archaeology 111, no. 4 (October 2007): 693- 713.
2
David Mattingly, "Being Roman: Expressing Identity in a Provincial Setting," Journal of Roman Archaeology 17
(2004): 5.
3
Louise Revell, "Romanization," in A Companion to Roman Architecture, ed. Roger B. Ulrich and Caroline K.
Quenemoen (Oxford: Blackwell, 2014), 381.
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Romanization. To begin, Romanization has ties to the English colonial ideas expressed in the 17 th
century to discuss about how the English talked about their own expansion. A particular scholar in
a 1610 publication of Britannia, “Camden drew attention to Roman ‘reliques and rubbish’ (objects
and sites) and to coins of the Britons, using these items to illustrate the introduction of liberal arts,
law and good manners.”4 After Camden, who like others before him uses the term “civility,” the
term Romanized begins to come into English in the middle of the 17th century.5 The term
Romanization was first used in English in the late 19th century.6
Two scholars that were seemingly at the forefront of using this term were Theodore
Mommsen and Francis Haverfield who, in their “idea of Romanization drew the archaeological
discoveries that had been amassed over the previous centuries – including houses, settlements,
pottery and metalwork – into a study previously dominated by linguistic and literary conceptions.” 7
As Richard Hingley observes the term Romanization therefore was entangled with the material of
the provinces and was a part of the colonial legacy and Romanocentric thinking. 8 Therefore,
Romanization was associated and built on the ideas of “civility” that Camden expressed in the 17 th
century. In addition, Romanization as a concept encapsulates ideas of being “civilized” rather than
“barbaric” and narratives of European civilization and imperialism.9 The historical baggage imbued
in this concept has been attempted to be stripped away to reconstruct the concept as a cultural
process. As Martin Millett states in an attempt to reformulate Romanization in relation to Roman
Britain, “we must thus see Romanization as a process of dialectical change, rather than the

4

Richard Hingley, "Not so Romanized? Tradition, reinvention or discovery in the study of Roman Britain," World
Archaeology 40, no. 3 (2008): 429.
5
Hingley, "Not so Romanized?," 431.
6
Hingley, "Not so Romanized?," 436.
7
Hingley, "Not so Romanized?," 437. and Mattingly, "Being Roman," 5.
8
Leonard A. Curchin, The Romanization of Central Spain: Complexity, Diversity and Change in a Provincial
Hinterland (London: Routledge, 2011), 8.
9
Lara Ghisleni, "Contingent Persistence: Continuity, Change, and Identity in the Romanization Debate," Current
Anthropology 59, no. 2 (April 2018): 139.
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influence of one ‘pure’ culture upon others. Roman culture interacted with native cultures to
produce the synthesis that we call Romanized.” 10 This “give and take” relationship is an attempt at
moving the concept into a more neutral setting, but some believe that the term carries too much
weight to be used.
Richard Hingley believes that the term should be abandoned because, “the inherited
perspectives are holding the discipline back.”11 Hingley, as his work entitled Globalizing Roman
Culture: Unity, Diversity and Empire indicates, is a proponent of a globalization theory as a
replacement for Romanization. Another scholar who views the use of Romanization as surprising
in the post-colonial age is David Mattingly. 12 Mattingly states that the term, Romanization,
emphasized conformity and that has led to scholars using ideas like, “vulgar Romanization or weak
Romanization”13 to describe cultural change that was not fully conformed. Mattingly points to the
term being unobjective and outdated as a result of it being tied with the imperial viewpoint of the
scholars who introduced the term (Mommsen and Haverfield). Mattingly sees a problem with
Millett’s ideas of Romanization as being focused on the influence and agency placed upon the elite
in the provinces.14Andrew Gardener, too, views the use of Romanization over as theories in a
postcolonial world and urges globalization to be adopted by Roman archaeologists. 15
To try and combat those that have said that Romanization should no longer be used there
have been many different models to give more detail in the approach to what the archaeology can
show. In his discussion on Romanization in central Hispania, Leonard Curchin, breaks down some
of these models as: Dominance (a), Self-Romanized (b), Elite (c), Interaction (d), and Integration
10

Martin Millett, The Romanization of Britain: An Essay in Archaeological Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2008), 1.
11
Richard Hingley, Globalizing Roman Culture: Unity, Diversity and Empire (London: Routledge, 2010), 2.
12
Mattingly, "Being Roman," 5-25.
13
Mattingly, "Being Roman," 6.
14
Mattingly, "Being Roman," 7.
15
Andrew Gardner, "Thinking about Roman Imperialism: Postcolonialism, Globalisation and Beyond?," Britannia 44
(2013): 19.
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(e).16 The letters above correspond Curchin’s schematic, here indicated as Figure 2. Curchin views
the integration model as the best analogy for the Romanization process as it indicates the fact that
Romanization, for him, was not a deliberate or conscious policy. 17 Millett agrees with Curchin’s
views on Romanization and goes on to use a framework that sees Romanization, “as a result of
accidents of social and power structures.” 18 Further, Millett’s model of Romanization suggests
native-led emulation.19 Greg Woolf takes on this view as well, iterating the importance of the elite
in how the material culture did or did not “Romanize.” Woolf states that part of the reason why
Roman culture was widely adopted lay in the fact that "those Roman aristocrats who had taken on
themselves the burden of regulating civilization had defined Roman culture in such a way that it
might function as a marker of status, not of political or ethnic identity. In this way, 'becoming
Roman' could again be a strategy, and one strategy among others.” 20 However within the models
listed above there is still a dichotomy between native and Roman that occurs, whether the resulting
culture is a combination of the two or not, the starting point indicates that objects are Roman or
indigenous. 21
The study of identity has seen a rise in Roman archaeology in the attempt to dissuade the
idea that a focus on Romanization promotes a “Roman versus native” perspective by destructing
acculturation frameworks by reconsidering, “temporal processes, including the positioning of the
past in relation to the present—that is, an understanding of the past as a dynamic rather than closed

16

Leonard A. Curchin, The Romanization of Central Spain: Complexity, Diversity and Change in a Provincial
Hinterland (London: Routledge, 2011), 12-14.
17
Curchin, The Romanization, 14.
18
Martin Millett, "Romanization: historical issues and archaeological interpretation," in Early Roman Empire in the
West, ed. Thomas Blagg and Martin Millett (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2016), 38.
19
Millett, “Romanization,” 35-41.
20
Greg Woolf, Becoming Roman: The Origins of Provincial Civilization in Gaul (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2004), 239.
21
Gardner, "Thinking about," 4.
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context.”22 This approach is fraught with ambiguities though.23 One helpful aspect of this model is
the important point that Rome did not have a homogenous culture itself, so the argument is that
assimilation did not exist as something new was created altogether. 24 In this approach the materials
themselves can be given more agency which has brought about what some have called a new
materialist approach. 25 This is used to be able to put people in perspective as the objects are
transformed into historical players. 26 Identity can be seen through the objects rather than attempting
the impossible task of going into individuals’ motivations, this model is referred to as new
materialism.27 The important point to consider with this line of thinking is that we attempt to
remove the dichotomy of “Roman versus native.” However, I agree with the critique of new
materialism by Manuel Fernández-Götz, Dominik Maschek, and Nico Roymans, that the focus on
objects takes away the brutality of conquest and dominance that was experienced by some.28 This
particular critique is seen in Hispania, but not elsewhere in the Roman empire and so its larger
application is debatable. This critique also looks to contribute to continued movement to
decolonize Roman studies.
One final argument in the Romanization debate that should be included for this paper is
another framework in which Jane Webster uses the term creolization to describe what happens in
the Roman provinces.29 In Webster’s view, the peoples in the provinces were not Romanized, but

22

Ghisleni, "Contingent Persistence," 140.
Martin Pitts, "The Emperor's New Clothes? The Utility of Identity in Roman Archaeology," American Journal of
Archaeology 111, no. 4 (October 2007): 693.
24
Greg Woolf, "Beyond Romans and Natives," World Archaeology 28, no. 3 (February 1997): 347.
25
Manuel Fernández-Götz, Dominik Maschek, and Nico Roymans, "The dark side of the Empire: Roman
expansionism between object agency and predatory regime," Antiquity 94, no. 378 (2020): 1631-1632.
26
Fernández-Götz, Maschek, and Roymans, "The dark," 1631-1632.
27
Miguel John Versluys, "Understanding Objects in Motion: An Archaeological Dialogue on
Romanization," Archaeological Dialogues 21, no. 1 (June 2014): 1-20.
28
Fernández-Götz, Maschek, and Roymans, "The dark," 1633.
29
Jane Webster, "Creolizing the Roman Provinces," American Journal of Archaeology 105, no. 2 (April 2001): 209225.
23
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were “creolized.”30 As Webster states, the term creolization comes from linguistics when indicating
the merging of two languages into a blended form of a language. 31 The term has taken on a more
general cultural footing when looking at the exchange between Europeans, Native Americans, and
African societies in the Americas, specifically the Caribbean. 32 The term has been used more and
more in historical archaeology in the region 33 and Webster thinks that it can be used in the Roman
provinces. Webster sees creolization as, “a process of resistant adaption. What emerges from this
process is not a single, normative colonial culture, but mixed cultures.” 34 This is an attempt, as seen
with other attempts above, to strip the dichotomy of “Rome versus native” in the Roman provinces.
This new model also serves as a way of looking at “everyday material culture.” 35 Webster looks at
how archaeologists, specifically in coastal North America, have been looking at slave lodgings
attempting to show the creolization of the peoples through their objects. Therefore, Webster argues,
that by focusing on the materiality of domestic life rather than focusing on the material culture of
elites we must abandon the term Romanization as a result, because the term implies a top-bottom
approach.36 The argument Webster presents in a creolization framework is attractive as a result of
the particular focus on the non-elite peoples, the connection between Rome and the Americas, and
the focus on a more nuanced view of intercultural contact. However as Grey Gundaker states, the
term creolization itself is one that includes its own complexities, “important metadiscourses frame
the discussion. This has meant that the tone of debates about what creolization means or should
mean tend to be contentious and the stakes high in arenas ranging from national politics to standard

30

Webster, "Creolizing the Roman," 209.
Webster, "Creolizing the Roman," 217.
32
Sidney Mintz, "Creolization and Hispanic Exceptionalism," Review (Fernand Braudel Center) 31, no. 3 (2008): 254.
33
Grey Gundaker, "Discussion: Creolization, Complexity, and Time," Historical Archaeology 34, no. 3 (2000): 12433. and Webster, "Creolizing the Roman," 217.
34
Webster, "Creolizing the Roman," 218.
35
Webster, "Creolizing the Roman," 223.
36
Webster, "Creolizing the Roman," 223.
31
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for success and failure in school.”37 While this is not problematic on the surface it does bring in the
same difficulties of dichotomy in describing what takes place in the Roman provinces as being a
Creole does not mean that one has been creolized. 38 The approach and the framework is one that
can be added to Romanization, rather than adopting a new term.
With the overview of Romanization seen above, the question at hand is why use this term?
First, I believe that the history of the term Romanization is important to any discussion on empire.
An important point to make here is that most of the discussion about the Romanization debate has
been done in English and by English scholars.39 The term Romanization is not as contentious
within other languages.40 This is, however, a piece in English and so the debate must be
acknowledged. In Mattingly’s views on identity in the provinces are in his concluding thoughts,
stating that he believes that “different groups constructed their own version of Roman and/or nonRoman identity, both in embracing and in resisting the empire. As material culture was used at
every level in society to express identity, to some extent archaeologists can ‘read’ it as a sort of
text. But we must now discuss the issues in plural terms: identities, material cultures, religions, and
so on.”41 In talking about the empire as a whole and within a singular province there are many
different variations on the spread and extent of acculturation. The legacy of how the “West”
viewed itself as being culturally superior is something that cannot be forgotten when discussing
previous empires. The historical context that comes with the term Romanization, which is
discussed above, can be forgotten when using a different term, this aligns with the paper by
Fernández-Götz, Maschek, and Roymans. 42 While terms like globalization brings the process into a
37

Grey Gundaker, "Discussion: Creolization, Complexity, and Time," Historical Archaeology 34, no. 3 (2000): 124.
Sidney Mintz, "Creolization and Hispanic Exceptionalism," Review (Fernand Braudel Center) 31, no. 3 (2008): 251265.
39
Miguel John Versluys, "Understanding Objects in Motion: An Archaeological Dialogue on
Romanization," Archaeological Dialogues 21, no. 1 (June 2014): 4-5.
40
Versluys, "Understanding Objects," 6.
41
Mattingly, "Being Roman," 22.
42
Fernández-Götz, Maschek, and Roymans, "The dark," 1630-39.
38
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larger discussion, which is extremely valuable to the study of the ancient world by creating a
shared vocabulary with other time periods, locations, and fields of study, the emphasis on material
culture is lost. Terms like creolization bring the focus to an important framework but create an
additional set of discussions that have their own historiography. Therefore, the choice I have taken
is to use a term with an imperialist and fraught legacy to help describe a process that has those
same discrepancies. This is not to say that I believe that using globalization to describe the process
of acculturation in the Roman period is incorrect, but my use of Romanization is meant to be more
precise and include the history and historiography of empire. My hope is that by examining the
history of the term and its problems that these meanings, issues, and history are in the reader’s
mind when they see use of Romanization throughout this piece about empire and power, but also
when looking at material culture.
The material record is one of many ways of showing the cultural transformations defined as
Romanization. As noted above, looking at material culture as an indication of Romanization is
contentious and debated. There are many different objects that may be inferred as an example of
the cultural transformation of the peoples creating and using the objects. One such record of
Romanization is the built environment of the provinces and specifically the land use.
The choice to look at the rural areas of Hispania is due to the fact that many of the local
elite resided in rural villas. The local elites that lived in the villas included many indigenous
persons who have been seen to be the main actors in Romanization of Hispania. In a pre-industrial
and agrarian society, it is more useful to look to the countryside rather than focusing on the cities
dotted through the countryside because that is where the vast majority of people lived and worked.
In understanding landscape archaeology there are a few ideas to keep in mind. Landscape,
according to Tim Ingold, should be “constituted as an enduring record of - and testimony to - the
lives and works of past generations who have dwelt within it, and in so doing, have left there
11

something of themselves.”43 Therefore landscape archaeology is a reflection of the people who
shaped and worked the land, and we can use the land as a lens to learn more about these people. As
has been stated by Dan Hicks and Laura McAtackney, “Landscape archaeologies are often
explicitly political: distinguishing how ‘people, differently engaged and differentially empowered,
appropriate and contest their landscapes.’”44 This statement explains not only the importance of
landscape archaeology in the context of this argument, but also how landscape archaeology can be
seen as a direct connector to the cultural transformations that took place in Roman Hispania and
Spanish Latin America. As the Roman landscape created in Hispania is referenced in what the
Spanish try to create in Spanish Latin America.
In a discussion on landscape archaeology in a colonial context there have been calls for
more subtle approaches to “human agency”45 in relation to colonial archaeology. This is attempting
to not look at the built environment as just an extension of the power dynamics of master and slave
or more generally those with political power and those without. For some, like Mark Hauser and
Dan Hicks, it is difficult to reconcile this approach due to the “acknowledgements of the quotidian
violence of plantation life, physical punishment, sexual violence against enslaved women and the
role of both urban and rural landscapes in the horror of forced migrations and the emergence of
modern racism represent crucial aspects of archaeological work.” 46 I would agree with Hauser and
Hicks’ statement here, while an increased view to human agency is attempting to shed light and
give more voice to marginalized voices in the colonial context, the built environment is not only
shaped by these voices. The power dynamics of the past, while abhorrent, cannot be stripped away
43

Tim Ingold, "The Temporality of the Landscape," World Archaeology 25, no. 2 (1993): 152.
Dan Hicks and Laura McAtackney, "Introduction: Landscapes as Standpoints," in Envisioning Landscape: Situations
and Standpoints in Archaeology and Heritage, ed. Dan Hicks, Laura McAtackney, and Graham Fairclough (London:
Routledge, 2016), 15.
45
Mark W. Hauser and Dan Hicks, "Colonialism and Landscape: Power, Materiality and Scales of Analysis in
Caribbean Historical Archaeology," in Envisioning Landscape: Situations and Standpoints in Archaeology and
Heritage, ed. G. J. Fairclough, Dan Hicks, and Laura McAtackney (London: Routledge, 2016), 258.
46
Hauser and Hicks, "Colonialism and Landscape," 258.
44
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from our reading of the built environment and in many ways reading the landscape of Roman
Hispania or Spanish Latin America is to read the way the dominant political power attempted to
reenforce and subjugate the political power dynamics.

Figure 2: Romanization Models. Roman is represented as (R) and indigenous actors as (i) with elite as (e).
(from Curchin, The Romanization, 12.)
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CHAPTER 3: ROMANIZATION HISPANIA

Now that we have a general framework with which to consider Romanization, an
investigation concerning the Romanization of the Iberian Peninsula will follow. Rome’s first
substantial interaction with Hispania was as a result of a conflict with another empire, the
Carthaginian Empire, which had expanded into the Iberian Peninsula in the 3rd century BCE.1 After
the wars that played out between Rome and Carthage, the interaction between Rome and the
Iberian Peninsula were firmly in place. What should be remembered is that the Roman conquest of
the Iberian Peninsula took more than two hundred years.2 This period of conquest lasts from the
Republic until the Imperial period, as a result many structural changes occurred in Rome making
any singular policy of “Romanizing” Hispania nonexistent; even a cohesive idea about Roman
Imperialism is nonexistent. 3 Livy, a Roman historian living in the first century BCE and CE, states
that, “although it was the first mainland province to be entered by the Romans, was the last to be
completely subdued, and held out till our own [his] times.” 4 Livy also gives two reasons for this
occurrence, “the rugged nature of the country and the defiant character of its people.” 5 The
traditional model of looking at the Romanization of this particular province has been an
investigation into the prevalence of cities and the urbanized landscape.6 Due partly from an interest
in urban archaeology and the idea that the Roman Empire was an empire of cities 7 and as can be

1

Leonard A. Curchin, Roman Spain: Conquest and Assimilation (London: Routledge, 1991), 24.
Michael Kulikowski, Late Roman Spain and Its Cities (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2010), 2.
3
A long scholarly debate has taken place on the nature of Roman Imperialism, see: William V. Harris, War and
Imperialism in Republican Rome, 327-70 B.C (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2006); Erich S. Gruen, The Hellenistic World
and the Coming of Rome (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984); J. S. Richardson, Hispaniae: Spain and the
Development of Roman Imperialism, 218-82 B.C. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).
4
Livy, History of Rome, trans. J. C. Yardley, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2021), 8:
51.
5
Livy, History of Rome, 8: 51.
6
Leonard A. Curchin, The Romanization of Central Spain: Complexity, Diversity and Change in a Provincial
Hinterland (London: Routledge, 2011), 1.
7
A. T. Fear, Rome and Baetica: Urbanization in Southern Spain C. 50 BC-AD 150 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2002), 4.
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seen above, partly due to the belief that Rome “civilized” the native populations in the Iberian
Peninsula as well as a connection with the urban elite’s role in the “civilizing” process. As should
be clear from above the model does not tell the whole story of the cultural interactions in Hispania.
As Simon Keay states, the archaeological evidence “increasingly supports the idea that Rome was
working within pre- existing settlement networks, and that a specifically 'Roman' urban network
did not really come into existence until the period of Caesar and Augustus.” 8 However, a quick
investigation into the traditional approach will help direct how Romanization of Hispania has been
viewed.
For how the urban landscape has been used as the model for Romanization we will view
two cities as case studies. The first city, Segobriga (Figure 3), is one that Carlos Noreña states was,
“not located in a wealthy, heavily urbanized region, nor was it very well connected to the wider
Mediterranean world. And yet it was a heavily ‘Romanized’ town on virtually any definition of that
term.”9 This is a description of Segobriga, which was located in the Castilian uplands of central
Hispania, which Noreña considers a “provincial backwater.” 10 As such there are sparing references
to the city in surviving classical texts with the city only described as the Celtiberian city by the
Greek geographer Strabo.11 The city was a previous indigenous settlement that was settled
sometime between 1000–586 BCE.12 After Roman conquest the city had lower city statuses, but
eventually became a municipium iuris Latini, meaning that it was a “municipality with the Latin
Right” under the reign of Augustus, before the Flavian amphitheater was built. 13 This city therefore
was able to be a part of the administrative fabric of Roman rule. The main way that Segobriga is
8
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seen as being an example of Romanization is the monumentalization of public spaces, 14 like the
Flavian theater and amphitheater, 15 scholars argue that in order for Segobriga to become more
“Roman” in appearance and structure the people investing in building the structures and
ornamentation were promoting Roman culture. The forum of Segobriga was paved in the late first
century BCE and an inscription was placed for the benefactor to be known. 16 Curchin analyzes the
inscription and concludes that the individual had, “neither a purely indigenous nor purely Roman
identity”17 due to the name and form of the gold lettered, Latin inscription. The forum itself was
colonnaded and had numerous statue bases and pedestals.18 In addition a public bath complex,
amphitheater, and theater were built in the second half of the first century CE. 19 The amphitheater,
a distinctly Roman building was of typical Roman architectural style.20 Noreña states that the
buildings listed above, “very clearly adhered to an empire-wide urbanistic standard…necessarily
imbricated in an imperial symbolic system and associated sociopolitical order.” 21 The local elites
were the individuals investing money for most of the changes that took place in creating Romanstyle structures and are thus the motivators of Romanization. 22 Segobriga was a city that was
inhabited in before Roman conquest and the peoples who lived in the pre-Roman settlement were
indigenous populations. The elite in this, now Roman controlled city, were “at its core, an
indigenous elite.”23 It has been argued by A. N. Sherwin-White that the adoption of Roman cultural
practices occurred as a way for indigenous elite to gain status under Roman public law by being
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easier to incorporate into the Roman political bureaucracy, 24 but Noreña states that this argument
makes sense in a city that is more connected than one like Segobriga and so he points to the
indigenous elites’ adoption of Roman cultural practices as a way to reinforce their own, “status,
prestige, and authority”.25 Therefore in this traditional model, the city of Segobriga drove
Romanization because it is where the elite resided and copied Roman forms in monumental
buildings.
The next city that we will investigate was a much larger city and had different make-up and
history to Segobriga: Augusta Emerita (Figure 4). Augusta Emerita, was a colony created by
Augustus supposedly at the end of the Cantabrian War.26 This city was one of the largest cities in
Hispania and in the most westerly province. 27 Edmondson states that it was seen as a “center of
Romanitas in what had been, prior to 25 BCE, a thinly populated region of Hispania Ulterior and
one in which there had not been much urban development in the pre-Augustan period.”28 The city
was purpose built in its specific location where the Romans could show off their engineering skills
to maximum effect as a means of impressing the local inhabitants. 29 The city included everything
that typified a Roman city, from the buildings to the grid-system that was established. Through a
look at the archaeological record Keay states that, “while the town was laid out in the Augustan
period, the development of its infrastructure and monuments largely took place in the JulioClaudian and Flavian periods.”30 Walter Trillmich shows how two temples that were constructed in
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the foundation period of the city were clearly connected with the imperial cult. 31 The connection to
the emperor, Augustus, does not stop with these two temples. By the end of Augustus’ reign
Augusta Emerita became a city of marble and one that took as its model the city of Rome as
restored by Augustus.32 The forum of Augusta Emerita was, as Trillmich puts it, “a genuine copy
of the Forum Augutum at Rome.”33 On the side of the forum was a monumental portico, with
marble decoration suggesting a sculptural program similar to the forum of Augustus in Rome. 34
The decoration and construction of the theater and amphitheater followed a similar program. 35
Edmondson states that, “Augustus himself took on the role of major benefactor for the construction
of the amphitheater.”36 This conclusion is reached as a result of three monumental inscriptions
naming Augustus in the nominative case (subject of the phrase). The purpose of this ornamentation
was to, according to J.S. Richardson, give the impression of “wealth and of the control of the
surrounding environment in both military and economic terms…making it clear to all that the
presence of Rome…was both powerful and permanent.” 37 Highlighting this are the inscriptions on
the second forum at Augusta Emerita that Edmondson says suggest, “that the new forum was
designed to be, or soon came to be, another major center for celebrating the Roman emperor, the
imperial family, and representatives of the Roman state or for the later to make public dedication to
important Roman deities.”38 The geographer Strabo makes reference to the city in his description
about how some of the populations of peoples in Hispania have, “completely changed over to the
Roman mode of life, not even remembering their own language anymore.” 39 He mentions that
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Augusta Emerita was a city that received Romans as colonists. 40 Many, like Edmondson, point to
this passage from Strabo as an indication that the city was viewed as the Romanizing factor. 41 The
city itself was physically shaped by, “the ongoing interest of the Roman authorities, in dialogue
with the local colonial elite, in developing the monumental architecture of a town that was in many
ways designed to resemble a miniature Rome.” 42 What is different about Augusta Emerita, as
compared to most other cities in Hispania, is that this “miniature Rome” received direct
benefaction from emperors themselves. Augusta Emerita was chosen and shaped into a provincial
capital and as a result was an important center for the rituals that took place in the ceremonies that
occurred in the “typical” Roman life. 43 As a result, in the traditional model od Romanization,
Augusta Emerita is an example of how cities were seen as being the vehicle in how Romanization
occurred in Hispania.
Segobriga and Augusta Emerita are the two cities chosen as case studies here because of the
differences in what the sites were before Roman interaction, how the cities came to be incorporated
by the Romans, and the differences in who were seen as the main actors in the Romanization of the
place (see Figure 5). Segobriga was an inhabited settlement before Roman control but, as Noreña
argues it was seemingly disconnected and isolated due to where it is placed as it was on the top of a
hill above surrounding flat land. 44 Augusta Emerita was constructed and founded by the Romans,
de novo,45 in a location to purposefully chosen to create a sense of the power of Rome and
inhabited by colonists.46 For our purposes the main difference is that the Romanization of these two
cities is seen as quite different. Augusta Emerita has been seen as an example of the Romans
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creating a Roman city themselves in a previous wild landscape that had just been conquered. The
city then is seen as the vehicle of Romanization, with the Romans being the dominant force and
imposing their culture on Hispania. In the case of Segobriga the Romanization of the city is seen to
have taken place as a result of the local elite looking to create a more Roman space to serve their
own purposes. The question that looking at these cities does not answer is: what about the majority
of the indigenous populations that lived, worked, and interacted with these newly Roman spaces?
Afterall, it has been suggested that over 80% of the freeborn population in the Roman Empire were
occupied on the land47 and at least 85% of all people worked on the land. 48 By looking to the
countryside where more people lived, we can infer on their experiences and Romanization.
Another complexity is important to note about the conquest and Romanization of the
Iberian Peninsula is the fact that the indigenous population of the peninsula was not homogenous.
In understanding that Romanization is the cultural interactions between Roman 49 and the
indigenous cultures of a place, we need to better investigate the indigenous cultures of the Iberian
Peninsula. In general terms the indigenous cultures of the Iberian Peninsula have been indicated as
the Iberians, Celtiberians, Greeks, and Phoenicians/Carthaginians. 50 These cultures themselves
were not homogenous and each have their own set of complexities. These cultures were not
ubiquitous in the Iberian Peninsula and much depends on the specific region of the Iberian
Peninsula for the prevailing indigenous culture. With that general understanding we can now
progress to looking at the landscape of Hispania.
The main structural change that happened in the countryside of the Iberian Peninsula as a
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result of Roman control was the construction of a new landscape. One place that this is clearly seen
is in Catalonia in the northeastern area of modern Spain. A study that has used many different
materials and methods has shown that the period of Roman conquest saw a new process of
landscape shaping. 51 There was an intensive rural occupation, with traces of large deforestation, of
the specific plain the study investigates in Catalonia, as well as the creation of centuriated grids 52
referencing the nearby Roman city of Emporiae. 53 Coupled with shaping the land for agriculture
and livestock there is much evidence that the mountain areas were developed for mining
purposes.54 Looking specifically at livestock, a zooarchaeological study has shown that animal
husbandry was also effected in the Romanization period of this particular place through
importation of larger cattle by the Romans. 55 From these different studies using unique
archaeological approaches we can see how the Romanization of the landscape meant that the
purpose of the land changed with Roman rule into a relationship of extracting the natural resources
of this particular place to bring resources to not only to the nearby city of Emporiae, but also to the
rest of the empire as Emporiae was a major trading hub in the western Mediterranean.
The study of this one area, surrounding Emporiae, is not representative of how the shaping
of the entire peninsula was carried out by the Romans because the conditions in that particular
place could not be replicated throughout the entire peninsula. However, the dynamic that was
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created through Romanization of the countryside surrounding Emporiae can be seen as the
framework that Romanization created, namely that the landscape was shaped for extraction of
natural resources. As Mattingly correctly states, “provincial landscapes were the product of
complex processes of coercion, negotiation, accommodation, and resistance-exploitative of, but
also exploited by, some of the local population.” 56 One way to see that this shaping of the
landscape in Catalonia was replicated elsewhere is by looking at the construction of different
structures in the countryside as well as evidence of centuriated landscapes. 57 Ultimately what
happened, J.C. Edmondson states, is that the Romans forced those in the peninsula to, “perceive
their world in radically new ways”58 thus making a “lasting impact on the provincial landscape.” 59
What Mattingly and Edmondson are describing is the Romanization of the landscape.
The extraction of natural resources in the countryside can be seen most clearly in the
creation of villas and mines. The large estate landscape that was created by the Romans, while only
a part of the Romanized landscape, is important to the dynamic intimated above. The first villas 60
were created during the Republican period, 61 but latifundia and villas became, widespread in the
countryside in the course of the 2nd century CE.62 The villa is a country estate, which according to
the Roman authors Varro and Cato might be decorated lavishly or just a serviceable farmhouse that
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was closely interconnected with the surrounding farm.63 In describing a villa there is usually a
division of that structures that makeup a villa into three distinct parts, the residence of the owner
and main house pars urbana, the farmhands’ quarters pars rustica, and the produce area villa
fructuaria.64 However, this strict division of the parts of a villa was not replicated exactly in
practice.65 Latifundia is a term reserved for large plantations worked by large numbers of slaves. 66
In fact in the case of the early latifundia that were constructed by the Romans in the Italian
countryside, slave labor was used specifically so that the owners did not have to hire “freemen”
laborers that were subject to military service. 67
It is important that we talk about a villa landscape with respect to Hispania, as in certain
places like central Hispania slave labor was not relied on heavily in an agricultural setting and so
latifundia did not exist. With villas being widespread in Hispania, Curchin and Stephenson argue
that the appearance of Roman villas 68 in the provinces is, “one of the most significant indexes of
the adoption of a Roman lifestyle among the provincial elite.” 69 Building a villa does not mean that
one is Romanized or purposefully becoming Roman though, what it does indicate is that those
building and living in the villas were subscribing to the Roman mode of production and a Roman
lifestyle.70 For this investigation we will focus our scope to the villas and latifundia of Lusitania
and central Hispania. We will specifically be using those villas and latifundia found around the city
of Augusta Emerita in Lusitania and will more generally in central Hispania as examples in the
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Romanization of the peninsula’s landscape.
In Hispania as a whole, a conservative estimate is that almost 40% of villas were built on
alluvial soil, mostly close to rivers.71 As shown with the example of the countryside surrounding
Emporiae earlier in this section, centuriation plays an important role in how we view the landscape
that was shaped by the Romans. At is core centuriation is land surveying and dividing the land into
plots and was used by the Romans to regulate the allocation of the landscape. 72 This created a gridlike division of the countryside. It has been argued by Carlos Cáceres-Puerto that, “Although there
are not many traces of redistribution, or reorganization, of the landscape by the new Roman
authorities, it involved the creation of infrastructures to guarantee the prevalence of the new Roman
order.”73 Meaning that surveying of the land at its core was an extension of Roman control of the
landscape, the land was now a part of the Roman Empire.
In the area of central Hispania, which can be located in Figure 5 around the label for
Tarraconensis. Included in this area was the city of Segobriga that was discussed above.
Importantly this is an area that does not have evidence of latifundia before the 3rd century CE. Most
of the peoples that worked the land in central Hispania lived in small villages called vici and
commuted to the land they worked. 74 There were villas in the region, but they appear late when
compared to the other parts of the province first occurring in the first century CE. 75 Curchin lists
128 villas in the early imperial period in central Hispania, many of which continue to be inhabited
into later periods.76 What is notable about this particular region and why it is being used as an
example here is that in certain territories in this region, like Vaccaean country, there were no major
71
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cities apart from one (Palantia). 77 Romanization could not have been brought through urbanization
and so it was through the villa landscape that Roman culture was diffused. One way to show the
prevalence of Roman culture in the villas is through the decoration.
The decoration was the outward expression of the owners and in the public spaces of the
villa were an expression what they wanted to show about themselves. A person’s house is in many
ways an intimate look at who that person is and what they want to project about themselves.
Therefore, the study of the ancient house, which a villa was, is the study of the individual in
society.78 One study of pigments taken from wall-paintings in villas in areas surrounding the
modern city of Burgos (located in central Hispania) by S.E.J. Villar and H.G.M. Edwards has
shown that expensive pigments, “were found extensively at the Burgos sites, which is perhaps
indicative of the high social status and wealth of the settlements there.” 79 The sites used in this
study were in the countryside and some were isolated from the urban centers of the region,
indicating that urbanization had no real role in the use and construction of this decoration. Moving
into the later periods of Roman Hispania decoration still was prevalent in the villas of central
Hispania. One example is in the Roman villa of Noheda, which had very elaborate floor mosaic. 80
The cost involved in producing a mosaic were quite steep, especially using glass tesserae like the
one found in Noheda.81 The mosaic at Noheda was created in the fourth century, which is seen as
the high point of late Roman mosaic making. 82 This also marks a point, the third century moving
into the fourth, when many new villas were being created in the countryside of Hispania and the
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growth of high-status rural residences. 83 The fourth century is seen as the apogee of villas in
Hispania.84 The villa at Noheda saw renovations from the first quarter of the fourth century to the
late fifth century CE, with private baths and a triclinium, dining room, with a triconch. 85 This
massive dining hall measures 31.3 meters on a side and gives an indication of the investment
involved in the renovation.86 Through the analysis of the glass used in the mosaics of this renovated
triclinium it was found that the tesserae were almost exclusively made from recycled glass. 87 This
is not the case in other parts of the empire and is found in the western fringes of the empire, like
Hispania, being a long distance from the primary production centers in Egypt and the Levant.
Interestingly, “the site of the villa of Noheda is in an isolated location, far from the urban dynamics
that would have promoted efficient and large-scale recycling.”88 Even though Noheda was not
connected to the urban dynamics and the primary production centers of glass, the Roman style of
decoration was chosen to be a part of the decoration of the home. The use of recycled glass, about
90% of the tesserae tested were of mixed recycled glass composition, 89 indicates that even though
the materials were not readily available the people living at Noheda innovated to have this Roman
style decoration in their house. Not only was recycled glass used, but the study of the tesserae at
Noheda indicated that the material was gathered from more than one source. 90 To replicate the
Roman style mosaic flooring at Noheda the workshop(s) used what material they had available. In
the cases of the villas that were created in central Hispania the urban framework did not have a
significant role in spreading Roman culture or in the process of Romanization. The villas of this
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region were the primary motivators. The two examples of decoration that have been used above are
indications of the Roman decoration used in the villas in the countryside of central Hispania
throughout Roman control. The elite, the owners of these villas, are therefore using Roman
decoration to outwardly show something about themselves. Again, whether they think of
themselves as Roman or not does not matter as the decoration is being used to project something
and they chose Roman decoration. We should remember that as Kim Bowes state, studies have
shown houses were, “the most important tool in a Roman’s status apparatus.” 91 This is only half of
the story though and more discussion on how decoration of a Roman villa can be a force in
spreading Roman culture will happen below after looking at villas in Lusitania.
The villas that were established in Lusitania are similar to the villas established in central
Hispania, one major difference is the added connection to the coast due to where the province was
on the Iberian Peninsula.92 Major changes took place in the first century CE as a result of the
emperor Augustus’ reorganization of the province. 93 As the capital of the province, Augusta
Emerita has been the focus of many studies on the landscape of the region. 94 The villas in the
province were clustered in certain areas in Lusitania with a difference in size in the north and south
of the province, in the south villas were around 200 acres and, in the north, around 20-50 acres in
size.95 The difference in size of the landholding estates in these areas continued into the 20 th
century, another reminder that many were continually inhabited. 96
In any event, just as in central Hispania as Roman influence spread what can be seen in the
countryside are the nucleated small villages with connected farmland (vici), isolated small
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farmsteads, and villas.97 Much of this change is as a result of the transformed world that the Roman
reorganization created rather than a strict policy to change. 98 This reorganization in Lusitania, and
other places, took the form of centuriation. The centuriation of the land surrounding Augusta
Emerita is one of very few places to have documentation from classical authors, probably because
it was a new settlement created by the Romans.99 Cáceres-Puerto argues that the centuriation of the
countryside surrounding Augusta Emerita is an example of how the structure of the city is brought
into the countryside and therefore the Romans are “urbanizing the countryside.” In his argument it
is the city that predicates how the countryside is reorganized, however as Cáceres-Puerto points out
the grid of the city is not reflected in the countryside, due to alterations based on extraction of the
natural resources and the surveyors may only be dividing the land that settlers had already
settled.100 Therefore it is the terrain, or the countryside, that is the shaping the centuriation, not the
city. In this way the Romans are adapting their structure to the natural environment, just as in our
discussion of Romanization above. However, centuriation of the countryside took place and
reflected a Roman organization of the countryside. Just as in central Hispania there were villas in
Lusitania starting in the early imperial period and more ornamentation and bigger structures as time
moves on.
There was an increase in the number of villas in the archaeological record in the area
around Augusta Emerita in the third and fourth centuries CE, but as Michael Kulikowski states
many of the villas that were thought to be new construction in the third and fourth centuries were
probably built over earlier structures built with more perishable materials. 101 As a result there is
broad continuity with earlier periods of Roman control and an expansion of the exploitation of the
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countryside.102 The villas themselves or at least the residential buildings were large, stone
structures with much variation in room placement and shape.103 The ornate decoration of choice in
many of the villas throughout the peninsula at this time, as seen with the example of Noheda, was
floor mosaics. The villas surrounding Augusta Emerita were not exceptions. 104 In fact, in a study of
the mosaics in several villas surrounding Augusta Emerita there are similar themes that were
replicated in the floor mosaics, hunting scenes and scenes of the mythological figure Orpheus. 105
The similar subjects of these mosaics might show either a connection to one set of workshops or
the influence the elite had on the preferences of other elite in this region. This seems to back the
claim of Kim Bowes that the renovations seen in villas in the late Roman period are, “better
understood as signs of intensified social competition between elites.”106 Bowes argues that this was
due to the increased imperial presence for the purpose of intensified taxation, which in turn
increased the possibilities for advancement and therefore increased competition amongst elites
which was then reflected in their homes.107 This model means, as Bowes states, that we must view
villas as the Romans would, “as sites of competitive social manoeuvering between peers.” 108
Following this through different points of Roman rule, it was the villa landscape that gave a better
barometer of the impact of Roman cultural practices than the cities and therefore villas should be
the indicators of the Romanization of Hispania. The choice was made to look at the villa
landscapes in two specific areas because they were the same regions as the cities of Augusta
Emerita and Segobriga where the traditional city-based approach was investigated.
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At the core of this discussion about the villa landscape of Hispania is an attempt to know
more about the lives of the people that lived and worked there. While the majority of the free
peoples living in rural areas might have been involved in a patron-client relationship, possibly with
those owning and residing in the villas, it is difficult to definitively conclude this.109 What is clear
is that those that lived in villas were concerned with others that lived around them, whether they
were seen and used as a reserve labor force, contributing to raw material, or other resources. 110 The
arguments above speak to, as Bowes puts it, “an architectural discourse shared among competitive
peer groups: a kind of peer-polity interaction. The much remarked-upon tendency of Spanish elites
to ‘speak’ through their mosaic floors, through inscriptions naming their proprietors and addressing
the viewer, would seem to be part of the same phenomenon.” 111 This peer-to-peer speaking might
have been the focus of the ornamentation and decoration of the owners of the home, but they also
convey a similar message to all that viewed the space not just other elites. After all Bowes states
that, “using domestic architecture to frame social encounters, to make sophisticated statements of
group membership, and to frame the self in socially advantageous ways, was a quintessential
Roman habit, one which did not stop in Late Antiquity.”112 The patron-client relationships that
most likely were taking place in the countryside were also reinforced through the villas. Just like
the process of centuriation of the landscape served as a way the Romans changed the view of those
living in the peninsula the villas themselves did the same. In a new study by John Stephenson a
new perspective has been added to how one would react to the ornamentation seen in the villas in
Hispania, as he brings in cognitive science to the discussion as an approach to show how humans
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react to certain environmental and architectural aesthetics. 113 This approach underlines the fact that
monumental rural villas were in conversation with those that viewed them and were created to
impress a specific image. This image was one with a Roman cultural backing that was spread from
the villas into the countryside. The importance of villas and the villa landscape did not go away on
the peninsula, nor did it only promote Romanization as in later periods it has been shown to help
with the spread of Christianity into the peninsula’s countryside. 114
While the section above focused on villas, other structures were built that can indicate the
presence of Romanization. One other type of structure of note that was connected to the output of
the villa landscape were the granaries 115 that begin to be built in Hispania during the Republican
period. The construction and size of the structures indicate different farming practices during
Roman control than previously used. 116 These structures can be used in regions that did not have
the same prevalence of villas as central Hispania and the area surrounding Augusta Emerita.

Figure 2: Plan of Segobriga. (from Noreña, "Romanization in the Middle," 7.)
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Figure 3: Plan of Augusta Emerita with the chief public monuments and street grid. (from Kulikowski, Late
Roman, 92.)

Figure 4: Map of Hispania, in the early imperial period with Augusta Emerita and Segobriga marked in red.
(from Keay, "Recent Archaeological," 167.)
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CHAPTER 4: SPANISH CONQUEST AND SHAPING THE AMERICAS

Spanish conquest and colonialization of the Americas follows a similar trajectory as the
expansion and Romanization of Hispania by the Romans. Just as the Romans found preexisting
peoples and cultures in what became provinces, the Spanish found the same in the Americas. In the
Americas there were many different societies, cultures, and languages. The Spanish arrived on the
scene in the Americas when other empires were expanding their scope and territorial holdings.
Importantly, just like the pre-Roman Iberian Peninsula, the peoples in these empires and
throughout the Americas were not homogenous. Take for instance the island Hispaniola where
Columbus first lands, on this island there were a group of people, the Tainó, who had a completely
different culture and language from any of the peoples living in region of modern Mexico. The
same is repeated throughout the Americas, with thousands of different societies with different
cultures and languages. Two empires will be focused on here, the Incan and Aztec, with special
attention on the Incan empire.
Both empires were massive territorial states which were created through a mixture of
conquests and alliances, both empires were also fairly young when the Spanish arrived in the
Americas. In Mesoamerica the Spanish arrived only ninety-one years after the Aztec Triple
Alliance had been formed and the empire was still actively expanding. 1 This area came under
Spanish rule as New Spain through military exploits carried out by a limited number of Spaniards,
usually labeled as conquistadors. Along the Pacific coast of South America, the Spanish arrived
roughly one-hundred years after the beginning of Incan expansion under Pachacuti. 2 After a series
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of conflicts this area fell to the Spanish and became the Viceroyalty of Peru (Figure 6). The
structure of the landscape in both Mesoamerica and the Andean region were impacted by the preSpanish empires, but major developments in the landscape were still in the process of changing
when the Spanish arrived. The pre-Spanish empires of Mesoamerica and the Andean region had
different conceptions of how to control the countryside and so the structure of the landscape was
different in both places. However, the way the Spanish attempted to shape both places followed the
same framework, mainly as a result of both areas being under the rule of the same monarch.
Examples from both areas will be used to show how Roman practices impacted what the Spanish
did in Spanish Latin America with the primary areas of focus being the modern nations of Mexico
and Peru.3
First, we will investigate what the Spanish imposed on the landscape of Mexico,
specifically the areas surrounding Mexico City. After conquest the major development as it relates
to the countryside in the whole of Spanish Latin America was the creation of an encomienda
system. As Laurence Roudart and Marcel Mazoyer state, “From the outset of the conquest, the
royal authorities confiscated the conquered territories and distributed them as encomiendas—
immense feudal fiefdoms—to expedition leaders, soldiers, royal officials and clerics, as well as
compliant dignitaries from among the indigenous peoples.” 4 This system then was the creation of
large land holdings that were given to those in power by the crown. Importantly, this meant that the
crown was the owner of the land in this system. The encomienda was as Timothy Yeager expresses
a grant given to an individual by the crown and that individual, an encomendero, “received a
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restricted set of property rights over Indian labor…whereby the [encomendero] could extract
tribute from the Indians in the form of goods, metals, money, or direct labor service.” 5 As a result
of this grant the encomendero provided, as Yeager continues, “the Indians protection and
instruction in the Catholic faith, promised to defend the area, and paid a tax to the Crown.” 6 This
was a complex relationship in which the encomenderos had multiple responsibilities placed on
them by the crown. Firstly, they had to exploit the wealth in their fiefdom, protect the land and the
indigenous peoples on the land, and evangelize the native peoples. 7 As Kathleen Deagan points out
in her study of identity in Spanish Latin America, the experiences of the indigenous varied greatly
in the encomienda system.8 Deagan goes on to point out that pressures of assimilation or
acculturation varied by location. 9 While the encomenderos had what was in practice a type of
absolute power and, as Roudart and Mazoyer show, frequently “kept a large share of the best land
for themselves, forcing the indigenous inhabitants onto marginal land,” 10 there were restrictions on
their property rights in three ways. First, as Yeager points out, “Indians were not owned by
encomenderos; they could not be bought, sold, or rented to others.” 11 This restriction relates to the
second that Yeager states was that “Indians could not be relocated from their proximate
geographical area.”12 Both of these restrictions are seemingly protections placed on the indigenous
populations in Spanish Latin America, but remember that part of the grant given in an encomienda
is that the encomenderos would evangelize the indigenous peoples. The restrictions were put in
place to make sure that happened, after all it must not be forgotten that Pope Alexander VI’s bull of
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1493 is what originally “grants” ownership of the land in the Americas to the Spanish crown in
exchange the indigenous populations would be converted to the Catholic faith. 13 Yeager revels the
last restriction placed on encomenderos was that they were, “forbidden from inheritance rights.
Encomiendas did not automatically transfer to future generations. They would revert to the Crown
upon the death of the second-generation encomendero, to be kept by the Crown or given to another
Spaniard.”14 Importantly, the encomienda system, while having a direct effect on the landscape of
Spanish Latin America was limited by the crown. The encomenderos did not have the right of land,
only a right to the labor and their rights to labor were restricted. 15 The relationship that was
established with the restrictions on trading, relocation, and inheritance meant that the indigenous
peoples were distinguished from slaves on the encomiendas.16
There have been two arguments about how the indigenous peoples were shaped by the
encomienda system, one as stated by Robert Keith, is that the “encomienda was dependent on the
traditional indigenous economy of each region where it was established, and therefore required the
survival of traditional indigenous society without radical change.”17 Keith’s argument is that
because of all the restrictions placed on encomenderos concerning their relationship with
indigenous peoples, in turn the indigenous landscape had a direct effect on encomiendas. Keith also
argues that the encomienda system created a space for indigenous survival rather then completely
altering what was in place. This is because, as Yeager posits, due to trading and relocation
restrictions encomenderos were forced to, “use Indian labor in the geographical locations where it
was found rather than moving the laborers to areas with higher-revenue productivities such as the
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silver mines of Mexico and Peru.”18 Another conclusion points to the restrictions placed on
inheritance for encomenderos being, “incentives to destroy more quickly the human capital because
any bequeath motive was absent. This resulted in lower intertemporal output due to higher Indian
depopulation ratios.”19 What should be clear is that the encomienda system, while creating a new
structure in the countryside of Spanish Latin America was contingent on the structure that was
already in place and therefore forced encomenderos to adapt to the particular conditions in each
land grant, this created a large amount of variation on the productivity and treatment of those that
were under the control of the encomenderos.
The encomienda system did not survive though, and a new system was created in the
countryside of Spanish Latin America as a result of the denunciations of the encomienda system by
officials, both secular and religious.20 These concerns were based on both moral and economic
grounds, the Spanish crown gradually replaced the encomiendas with haciendas in the late
sixteenth century.21 This new system created an altered relationship in the countryside with
individuals now as land owners, hacendados, as Roudart and Mazoyer point out, created haciendas
were, “very large estates that could cover several tens of thousands of hectares, with the hacendado
enjoying sole ownership of the soil and the subsoil, as under ancient Roman law.” 22 Magnus
Mörner states that the change in system in the countryside had large economic effects as the
hacienda is a, “rural property under a dominating owner, worked with dependent labor, employing
little capital, and producing for a small-scale market.”23 This resulted in the landscape being
transformed into a place where exploitation of the land and Spanish power on the labor force were
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imposed. As the hacienda used a labor force that was largely removed from its traditional social
environment and as stated by Mörner, “permanently settled on land belonging to the estate.” 24
Keith adds to this idea by observing that, “the collapse of the indigenous economies seems to have
been one of the main stimuli to the development of haciendas. Thus while the encomienda system
required the survival of the indigenous society without radical change, the development of the
hacienda system required that this society be largely destroyed and its member transformed into
agricultural proletariat.”25 Some have argued against this claim by stating that encomiendas and
haciendas were both similar in attempting to be a bridge between the urban and rural sectors of
Spanish Latin American society by using abundant capital labor systems. 26 As should be clear,
much of the study of encomiendas and haciendas has focused on the holders and owners of the
land. The change in the countryside and the effect this had on the indigenous populations was until
recently of secondary concern. The top-bottom approach is also seen in the first non-economic
theory to the motivations behind the formation of haciendas by François Chevalier. 27 He states that
the hacendado with his particular motivations based on the legacies of the Iberian Peninsula,
acquired their land not for earnings, but to get rid of their rivals and thus control entire regions in
Spanish Latin America. 28 He specifically sees a parallel between Mexican hacendados and the
“rico omes of Castile.”29 With our inspection of the villa landscape of Roman Hispania we will
investigate more on the connection between the hacienda and villa systems below. There is another
layer that needs to be added in our understanding of the hacienda system as the Catholic Church
became the biggest landowner in Spanish Latin America, partly due to donations. 30 We will
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observe the role of the Catholic Church more when investigating the countryside in Peru.
In the study of the landscape that the encomienda and hacienda systems created Sandra
Montón Subías shows that texts have been the primary reference point for scholars. 31 She argues
that an increased incorporation of archaeology into how Spanish colonial texts are read would shed
new light on the subject. 32 To understand the land use change that occurred in Mexico better, one
approach that has been overlooked is adding land surveying as a tool to see the changes that
occurred.33 This shows that the most extensive land use change to result from colonization was the
expansion of ranching in Mexico. 34 The expansion of ranching took place with the incorporation of
the hacienda system.35 In support to the changes in how the land was being used Richard Hunter in
his historical GIS analysis of Mexico points to statistics that, “register how epidemic-induced
mortality and the program of forced native resettlement together caused a widespread land use
change in middle elevations from semiterraced agriculture to ranching.” 36 In creating a Spanish
landscape in the Americas the destruction of indigenous peoples and communities is seemingly
key, this dynamic will be inspected more closely when looking at Peru. In Mexico, what can be
seen on the ground, through a look at surveying, is that the division of land was where some of the
changes in how the landscape was shaped. In his study on the habit of surveying in Mexico
throughout the colonial period Miguel Aguilar-Robledo points to the changes in sizing and
vocabulary to describe parcels of land changed through time, meaning the size and shape of land
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holdings were altered and there was no consistency, leading to land disputes.37 Not only was
measuring land grants an issue, but there was also inconsistent marking as it related to
boundaries.38 This created more land disputes between land owners, but as individuals began to
avoid surveying due to the cost, disputes were handled more through documentation and the actual
structure of the land became more intertwined. 39 The Spanish attempt to create an organized
landscape was not realized. The result of the land grabs that happened in the change from the
encomienda to the hacienda system meant that the picture of the landscape became unclear, but is
certain is that the systems ultimately created large transfers of wealth to Spain and specifically to
the Spanish crown.40
While the parceling of land was inconsistently described and defined in the countryside
looking a particular hacienda can be used as a case study to better describe what was occurring in
the countryside. The hacienda we will look at is San Miguel Acocotla (Figure 7). Elizabeth Terese
Newman looks at how architecture in this hacienda was used not only to control labor but also to
redefine the identity of the laborers. 41 The number of workers at San Miguel Acoctla ranged from
10 to 120.42 Just like in other places in Mexico there was a significant drop in indigenous
populations in the region where San Miguel Acoctla is located. This created a perpetual challenge
in controlling the workforce at this hacienda and as Newman states the “social, economic, and
physical landscape was significantly remade in the first 100 years of Spanish settlement.” 43 We
have already seen the attempts to remake the landscape through surveying and defining spaces, as
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it related to the space of a hacienda Newman adds that the, “transformation of physical space was
understood to be a method for transforming social behavior, for generating a new habitus, and the
hacienda must not have been exempt from this project…haciendas also acted as a structure, both
physical and social, for the exploitation of labor and the extraction of surplus.” 44 The actual
architecture of the hacienda was part of this built framework of transformation. From the
archaeological record it is difficult to see exactly what San Miguel Acoctla would have looked like,
as it was continually resided in and saw multiple renovations. In a 1686 description of San Miguel
Acoctla the discussion of the living areas was brief and cursory.45 The main descriptions are
centered on the chapel and the tools for farming. 46 The tools for farming included the number of
livestock, the reservoir, and the physical tools. 47 In 1686 then, the most important aspects of the
hacienda were of its religious and agricultural roles. Decoration nor ornamentation factor into the
discussion except when the description focused on the objects necessary to hold a Mass. 48 The lack
of description on decoration and ornamentation is probably telling, but what is clear from the plan
of the hacienda is that the structure was built for compartmentalization and specialization, as can
be seen in the plan (Figure 7). 49 The partitioning and restriction of space is based on status as
spaces related to the residence of the owner were physically cut off from the workers. 50 The
physical organization of the hacienda reflected the priorities of the owners as Newman states,
“architecture shaped and is shaped by behavior.”51 This one hacienda can be used to show the
concerns of the ruling class that the owners of San Miguel Acoctla belonged to, especially if we
take the lens of Chevalier. Even so, the hacienda served a number of different functions for the
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people that lived and worked in them. The possible lack of ornamentation in the early colonial
period did not last forever as Newman shows that as, “priorities shifted over time, the architecture
of the hacienda also shifted—most significantly during the Porfiriato when haciendas throughout
Mexico became the elaborate, stately homes we recognize.” 52
In Peru, as it was under the rule of the same monarch as Mexico, the change in system from
encomienda to hacienda also occurred. With the change in how the land was going to be ruled also
came new ways in trying to increase the production of revenue. In Peru the main figure who
enacted reforms for the goal of increasing revenue was Francisco de Toledo who was sent by king
Philip II to act on his behalf as the viceroy of Peru in the 1570s. In understanding the revenue
gained in Peru at the time Toledo traveled through the countryside to get a sense of how the
countryside was functioning. To begin with, it is important to note that less than a quarter of all
Spaniards were fortunate enough to hold an encomienda in the 1550s in Peru.53 With the transition
to the hacienda land ownership opened for the rest of the Spaniards. As R. Alan Covey explains
one way to acquire farmland was to buy it, “from indigenous nobles looking to sell plots that they
declared to have owned since Inca times. Noble men and women in the Inca heartland successfully
claimed named plots of land as their personal property, and some chose to sell it to Spaniards.” 54 At
this time the Spaniards were still legally accepting the land claims of the indigenous peoples in
Peru if they had converted to Catholicism. Covey explains that a second way for a Spaniard to
obtain land legally was to, “determine that it had been ownerless since Inca times, either because
the Inca owner was no longer living, or because the land had formerly belonged to the Sun or other
huacas.55 This could not be accomplished without the testimony of indigenous elites, whose noble
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status and Christian identity granted them the unique authority to establish land tenure precedents
during legal proceedings.”56 The creation of this legal standing for converted indigenous peoples,
Covey states, fostered anxieties amongst the Spanish that, “native control over the Andean
countryside impeded efforts at colonizing and converting Peru.” 57 Toledo was well aware of these
concerns and committed to resolving them. Toledo had already begun to reform the flow of silver
from the mines in the Andes, but as Covey concludes, “Toledo understood that royal control over
the land itself would have an even greater impact.” 58 Not only would a restructuring of the
landscape allow for more revenue for the Spanish crown it would also, in Toledo’s eyes, have the
added benefit of stripping indigenous claims.
Part of the solution for Toledo was to continue the change of structure in the countryside, as
touched on above there was an important addition to the change to the hacienda system in the
countryside. The addition developed by Toledo, as Covey tells us, was for the crown to have a
more ambitious claim to, “rural landscapes, where native resettlement would allow royal officials
to measure, sell, and title lands that had been understood to be communally held since Inca
times.”59 Toledo’s plan was to move more than a million indigenous peoples to planned towns
under the authority of Jesuits.60 This forced resettlement would allow the Spanish, as Covey states,
to direct the indigenous “religious life away from their local huacas and ancestral landmarks, and it
would also make it easier for Spaniards to access native labor, and to take possession of productive
rural lands.”61 For Toledo this resettlement allowed the Spanish crown to take ownership of all the
land and also had the added goal of transforming the indigenous into Christians. 62 The impact on
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the landscape was great and as Covey states, “in his efforts to bring new order to the Andean
landscape and its people, Toledo changed where indigenous people lived and how they worked,
making the flow of tribute much easier for royal officials to supervise. Resettlement promoted a
more commodity-based agricultural system and increased the flow of labor to mining and related
enterprises, such as coca production, helping to boost the Crown’s revenues over the years that
followed.”63 The resettled indigenous were grouped together into new Spanish-style towns that
were built on a grid pattern, with a Catholic church in the center. 64 For the planning of a
resettlement town or reducción Toledo followed the plan suggested by Matienzo. 65 In the plan,
seen in Figure 8, Matienzo shows a church, priest’s house, guest house for Spanish travelers,
prison, hospital, and town hall all neatly arranged in a grid with a plaza in the center. 66 In Toledo’s
reform he goes further into the organization of the reducciones as Parker VanValkenburgh recounts
that, “extended native families would be rearticulated into nuclear units living in separate houses,
with divisions between rooms for parents, sons, and daughters, so that they would learn proper
modesty. Arranged in this manner, Andean peoples would acquire the characteristics of polica
humana (human civilization), which would allow them to be better instructed in the Catholic
faith.”67 Just as Newman states about the purposeful construction of space in the hacienda, the
reducción was an attempt to reshape a conquered people through a built environment.
VanValkenburgh states that the reducciones, as they were drafted, attempted to reshape the Incas’
“bodily habits and memories through a carefully orchestrated series of spatial and temporal
disjunctions.”68 Coming to a different conclusion Steven Wernke in his work on reducciones in the
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Colca Valley of Peru brings in the idea that, “seen from [a] local perspective…reducción appears
not to have been solely a top-down imposition by the colonial state. Instead, the specific
emplacement of the reducción acknowledge and even reaffirmed extant patterns of ayllu 69 and
land-use organization, forming a new kind of colonial Andean community and landscape.” 70 As a
result Wernke concludes that a blank slate was not created by the reducciones as they were built
into a pre-existing local landscape. 71 This points to a restructuring of the landscape not in terms of
Spanish vs. indigenous, but as the creation of something new just we saw with the Romanization of
Hispania. The impact on the indigenous populations cannot be forgotten, no matter if we see the
reducción as uniquely Spanish or a combination of indigenous and Spanish land practices.
The word used for these settlements is revealing too. The language for the term, reducción
traces back to Pope Alexander VI’s bull in 1493, as VanValkenburgh tells us, “the word he used to
describe the process of bringing indigenous people into the church—reducere—is a Latin cognate
of the Spanish reducción, which for the sixteenth century Spaniard seems to have described the
general concept of ordering rather than referring specifically to the process of resettling
populations.”72 Toledo’s reforms can be seen as a Spanish ordering of the countryside from the
“mess” that Toledo saw on his travels. In 1591 the Toledan reforms were carried elsewhere in the
Americas as the Spnaish crown had to find more revenue to offset their massive debt. Philip II
declared that he was the sole authority that could make grants 73 and within a few years ordered an
inspection of all land titles across Peru, the composición de tierras.74 After this assessment of land
titles in the country side, Covey tells us that, “a generation after the Toledan reducciones, Philip II
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finally broke with Inca precedent and declared that native Andeans were not the owners of their
ancestral lands, but rather vassals who would have use rights in order to pay tribute to their rightful
sovereign [Spanish King].”75 The creation of reducciones started in 1572 in the countryside around
Lima, Peru but the effects of the policy were felt throughout Spanish Latin America.
Looking at two examples of a reducción will better illustrate how the countryside was
shaped by the Toledan reforms and the impact on the indigenous peoples who were forced to
resettle. Sarah Kennedy, Katherine Chiou, and Parker VanValkenburgh conducted a study on two
reducciones in the Zaña Valley of Peru to inspect the short-term and long-term effects of
colonialism to make conclusions about the identity of the peoples who lived in the reducciones.76
The two reducciones were Carrizales and Mocupe Viejo, founded directly because of the Toledan
reforms in 1572.77 To look at the identity of the individuals who lived there Kennedy, Chiou, and
VanValkenburgh looked at the presence of foodstuffs in the archaeological record to construct
sketches on the consumption and dietary practices of the indigenous communities. As Covey states,
“Spaniards saw the introduction of their food and drink as essential to their Christian conquest of
the Andes, an important way to separate themselves from “Indians.”” 78 As can be seen food is an
important indicator of identity. Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría whose study also looks at food in a
colonial context agrees and goes further by adding, “food as material culture and the material
implements used to serve food are subject to judgments of taste and are used in behaviors in which
social relationships are negotiated and power is transformed.” 79 In this context the Spanish were
intending to transform the indigenous to be more like the Spanish. For the Spanish a diet of wheat
75
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bread, grape wine, olive oil, chicken, sheep, goat, and pig denoted good health, Catholic values,
and civilization.80 Pork in particular, is pointed to by Kennedy, Chiou, and VanValkenburgh as
being, “a strong expression of Catholicism for Iberians, as its consumption was outlawed by both
Jewish and Islamic dietary laws, and Iberian Catholic identity in the sixteenth century was often
defined in opposition to Jewish and Islamic identity.”81 At Carrizales and Mocupe Viejo both “Old
World” and “New World” products were seen in varying contexts. Carrizales was a reducción that
only had occupation for 20-30 years and so only the short-term effects can be seen. 82 At Carrizales,
Kennedy, Chiou, and VanValkenburgh find that there was a clear differentiation between public,
specifically religious, and private consumption. The products found in a religious context were
mostly “Old World” products, save for fish native to the Americas, that were seemingly consumed
under the eyes of Spanish onlookers, whereas in a domestic context the products that were found
were of “New World” origin. 83 The evidence shows a clear differentiation between these two
spaces indicating that “Old World” products in the short-term had not been adopted by the
indigenous peoples at Carrizales. Mocupe Viejo was occupied from 1572 until about 1652 and so
the long-term can be viewed at that site. 84 What Kennedy, Chiou, and VanValkenburgh find at this
site is change and continuity of products. 85 Interestingly at Mocupe Viejo there are more remains of
“Old World” meat sources found in a domestic context and, significantly, results that indicate
consumption of younger more tender animals, meaning there was a selection of better meat that
happened.86 The most telling piece of evidence is that wheat had been wholly adopted by the
indigenous community in Mocupe Viejo and was found in abundance in both religious and
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domestic contexts.87 So, in the long-term what is found is that there is a lessening of a distinction
between private and public consumption. Importantly what Kennedy, Chiou, and VanValkenburgh
point out is that these indigenous peoples were, “accommodating Iberian foods following forced
resettlement for reasons not necessarily of their own choosing.” 88 So, the dynamics and adoption
that happen in this context cannot be extended to the entirety of colonial Peru. However, there was
adoption of “Old World” products in the countryside as Covey states, “although slave labor
sustained many of the large estates of colonial Peru, especially on the coast, indigenous Andeans
were responsible for introducing foreign plants and animals onto their own productive
landscapes.”89 This indicates that cultural change was occurring, not only in forced resettlement
communities built by the Spanish. This is not to say that all change was organic as RodríguezAlegría states that, “change often occurred in very strategic ways as the agents of colonization
manipulated culture with political motivations. Finally, there was a high degree of variability in the
strategies for cultural change within the Spanish Empire. Change occurred according to the
political situation and the motivations of individuals…”90 The case of food in the reducciones gives
an indication as to what the Spanish changes to the Peruvian landscape created and how that had a
possible impact on an individuals’ identity.
The way that the Spanish go about constructing the landscape of Spanish Latin America is
by shaping the countryside with large landholdings. The encomienda and hacienda systems were
created to extract the nature resources of the Americas to make the Spanish crown rich. The
indigenous populations that survived the conquests and diseases that the Spanish brought to their
shores were members of the new landscape and had an impact into how it was constructed.
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Haciendas were purposefully constructed to demarcate the power dynamics that the Spanish elite
wanted to project. The attempted surveying of land in Mexico tried to similarly divide the land.
The Toledan reforms that brought reducciones forcibly moved the indigenous populations,
reorganized how the countryside looked, and changed who had access to ownership. The
cultivation and spread of “Old World” products were brought to be tools of “civilization.” What
did happen though, was that the Spanish conquest and the landscape they found had an impact on
creating something that was neither fully Spanish nor fully indigenous. As Deagan rightly points
out, “to the extent that material life expresses practice and choice, American Indians, Spanish
creoles and African laborers all contributed visibly to the collective identity of Spanish colonial
households, and a way that was uniquely New World.”91 While Spain was not replicated in Spanish
Latin America, the Spanish attempts to shape the landscape has had lasting impacts on Latin
America as Roudart and Mazoyer state that the legacy of the encomienda and hacienda systems,
“formed the basis of the minifundia-latifundia land system that had endured in most countries of
Latin America to this day, since subsequent agrarian reforms have in the main not been sufficient
to supplant these dualist structures.”92
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Figure 6: Map of Viceroyalty of Peru. (from William L. Bischoff, Coinage of El Perú, Coinage of the
Americas Conference (New York: American Numismatic Society, 1988),
http://numismatics.org/digitallibrary/ark:/53695/nnan75697.)
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Figure 7: Plan of the Hacienda San Miguel Acocotla. (from Newman, "Landscapes of Labor," 202.)
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Figure 8: Plan of the center of a reducción by Juan de Matienzo. (from MacCormack, On the Wings, 120.)
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

With the investigation of what material evidence shows, we already can see some general
connections between the Romanization of Hispania and the Spanish conquest of the Americas, like
using larger estates allowing fewer people to control large areas of land. Keeping what material
culture reveals in mind, we should briefly look at how classical literature was referenced by the
Spanish when writing about their empire to cement the link between the different places and times.
What this brief survey will indicate is that the Romans were in the minds of the peoples from the
Iberian Peninsula during their interactions with the indigenous Americans.
One city that we focused on above was Augusta Emerita, which is the modern city of
Mérida in the autonomous community of Extremadura in Spain (where many conquistadores were
from: Francisco Pizarro and Hernán Cortés to name two). About this city in particular, but also
about Roman sites more generally it has been acknowledged that, as Edmondson states, “in the late
fifteenth century Spanish humanists were showing an increasing awareness of, and interest in, the
Roman ruins of Spain.”1 Edmondson goes on to state that, “this knowledge of the monuments of a
once-mighty empire in Spain, the Roman Empire, was emerging just as the Spanish were launching
their own missions of imperial expansion in the New World.” 2 Not that any conquistador would
have had an explicit reference to the Roman ruins or classical texts, but as Edmondson continues,
“the growing awareness of the Roman cities and urban monuments of Spain provided obvious
models for the conquistadors in their colonial urban planning, as did Vitruvius’s influential treatise
‘On Architecture.’”3 In fact, in naming the a Mexican settlement Mérida a Spanish chaplain, Juan
Díaz, tells that it was named because there were ruins that were similar to those seen in Mérida,
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Spain.4 Roman ideas might not have been the models for the conquistadores, but they were the
model for colonial urban planning created by the Spanish crown. In a two-part study by Dora
Crouch and Axel Mundigo of the 148 ordinances on colonial city planning created by Philip II in
1573, Roman influence is clearly seen specifically in the grid pattern directed by the king. 5 In his
plans for proposed reducciones in the 1560s Matienzo reiterates the ideas of Aristotle about where
to set up a settlement and incorporates Vitruvius’ arrangement of public buildings surrounding an
open plaza.6 Therefore the Toledan reforms were as a direct result of an individual referencing
classical ideas. Bartolomé de Las Casas, an individual whose name was only mentioned above, but
who had massive role in considering identity of the indigenous also references the Romans when
he states that the indigenous Americans were superior to the Romans in his writings.7 As Sabine
MacCormack shows throughout her work the easiest way for many of the Spanish to write about
this new place was by looking back at Rome as a point of reference. Above are only a few
examples of how the Romans were either referenced or used as examples for how the Spanish
thought about their own imperial expansion. What this shows us is that the Romans and their
empire was at the very least a point of reference for the Spanish. This being the case cements the
connections that can be seen between the Roman and Spanish interactions with their imperial
landscapes.
As it relates to the material culture investigated above what can been seen is that the
process of Romanization and by that, I mean the exchange that occurred between indigenous
Iberians and Romans was at the very least referenced by the Spanish in Spanish Latin America. A
4
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few of the instances seen above are that the villa landscape that was created by the Romans was the
way that the cultural exchange influenced the people who lived in the Iberian Peninsula because
that is where the vast majority of people lived. This was replicated in Spanish Latin America with
the creation of the encomienda system and hacienda system with the incorporation of reducciones
that forcibly interacted with and confronted an established indigenous landscape. Through the
ornamentation of villas in Late Antiquity we can see how the elite were projecting a specific image
to show power and consequently show continued evidence of Roman culture in the Iberian
Peninsula’s countryside. This was reflected in how the elite purposefully constructed their
haciendas to enforce power dynamics with those that interacted with the structures they built. Most
importantly we can see how the effects that empire and colonization have on an indigenous peoples
and indigenous cultures.
This thesis attempts to bring a better understanding as to why and how culture expands and
transforms in a colonial setting. As it is connected to the study of Romanization it leads to larger
ideas about Roman influences on later imperial powers. With a comparison between these two
empires that have only been sparingly studied together we can hope to better understand some of
the conditions that persist into the present. In his chapter connecting the Aztec Empire with the
early Roman Republic, Walter Scheidel makes an important point about comparison, “without
comparison, we can never have a good sense of what mattered.” 8 He goes on to state that, “the
more different cases historians know about—above all, cases studied by scholars embedded in
different academic traditions associated with different parts of the world and different periods—the
better they will be able to spot such imbalances and formulate the questions they need to ask in
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order to understand a particular historical case.” 9 Ultimately this thesis does so by investigating
instances of cultural change as reflected in the material culture created in the countryside where the
majority of people were living and working. On this point Barbara Voss makes an important
observation that, “the focus on acculturation by English-speaking scholars during the past 50 years
has generated a Grand Narrative that colonization is about cultural change, rather than violence,
territorial appropriation, and economic exploitation.”10 This is an important point as we must not
forget as Fernández-Götz, Maschek, and Roymans stated in their look at Romanization, that the
brutality of conquest and dominance that was experienced by some cannot be forgotten. 11 When
looking at the interaction between the Romans and indigenous Iberians and the Spanish and
indigenous Americans the brutality of empire is always present. We can see this most clearly in the
landscapes that were shaped by these empires.
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